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A MANAGEMENT system recently 
developed for the Boston Water 
and Sewer Commission features 

computer databases and programs developed 
for the maintenance and engineering of water 
distribution facilities. The system's databases 
enable a user to find information on water 
facilities by specifying their street location. 
Conversely, the user can specify water facility 
characteristics and find the location of all such 
facilities. 

The major component of the Commis
sion's management system is the Work Order 

System, which is a computer program that is 
used to log customer service problems, gener
ate and track work orders, and record main
tenance history. Programs have also been 
developed to maintain and update the data
bases and to retrieve information for planning 
and engineering purposes. 

The Commission chose to computerize 
their water maintenance operations in order 
to improve responsiveness to customer service 
needs, to enhance their maintenance cap
abilities and to expand practices for preventa
tive maintenance. A computer system that 
would centralize information on the water 
distribution system and maintenance activities 
was viewed as a means to achieve these objec
tives. A principal concern in converting to 
computer-based procedures was assuring that 
the computer system would be useful to the 
Commission staff. The design and implemen
tation of the system were planned in a step
wise approach with a committee of Commis
sion staff to address this concern. 

The Boston Water 
Distribution System 
The design of the Work Order System began 
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TABLE 1 
Characteristics of the 

Boston Water Distribution System, 1986 

Miles of Water Main 
6 inch or smaller 108 
8 inch 386 
10 inch 90 
12 inch 412 
16 inch 102 
20 inch or larger 84 

Total 1,182 

Hydrants 12,600 
In-Line Valves 16,900 
Appurtenances (air releases, 
blow-offs, pitometer taps, stray 
current test stations, and MWRA meter 
connections) 950 
Water Service Pipes 87,400 
Fire Pipes 3,900 

with an intensive examination of the Boston 
water distribution facilities, the objectives for 
capital improvements and current mainten
ance practices. 

Water Distribution Facilities. The Boston 
water distribution system is 1,182 miles in 
length and spans an area of 45.6 square miles. 
In 1985, the residential population served by 
the system was 571,000. Day-time population 
- that included workers, shoppers, students 
and tourists - exceeded 1,000,000. 

Boston obtains its water supply from the 
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
(MWRA). Average daily water purchases in 
1985 were 119 million gallons per day (mgd). 
Twenty-nine MWRA-metered water mains 
supply water to Boston. From these 29 mains, 
the Boston Water and Sewer Commission dis
tributes water to 91,300 customer water service 
pipes and fire pipes. All distribution within 
Boston is accomplished by gravity. Five dis
tribution service areas operate at hydraulic 
grade lines maintained by the MWRA and 
ranging from el. 170 to el. 395 feet (Boston 
City Datum). Table 1 presents the general 
characteristics of the Boston water distribution 
system. 

The Boston water distribution system 
reflects a history of public water facilities that 
began in 1848 (see Figure 1). Earlier private 
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water distribution systems serving limited 
areas of Boston were in operation as early as 
1695. The oldest active water main in Boston 
is a 48-inch diameter cast iron main installed 
under Boston Common in 1848. About 70 
percent of the water mains in the present 
distribution system were installed from 1870 
to 1930, the period of Boston's greatest historic 
growth. 

Capital Impr<rvements. The Boston Water and 
Sewer Commission was formed by an act of 
the state legislation in 1977 with a mandate to 
maintain sound, economical and efficient 
systems for water distribution and wastewater 
collection in Boston. The Commission's capital 
improvement work has focused on water main 
rehabilitation, leakage reduction and metering 
improvements. From 1978 to 1986 about 100 
miles of water main were replaced, or cleaned 
and cement-lined, as part of the water main 
rehabilitation program. In the same period, 
water supply purchases were reduced by 30 
mgd through leakage reduction and other 
water conservation actions. From 1980 to 1986, 
approximately 45,000 new residential and com
mercial customer water meters with outside 
reading devices were installed. 

Following a recently completed study of 
its water distribution capital improvement 
needs to the year 2020, the Commission will 
aggressively continue its past efforts and 
expand them through programs on metering 
improvements, leakage reduction, water con
servation, corrosion control, water main 
rehabilitation, valve and hydrant upgrading, 
and low pressure problem mitigation. 

Maintenance Practices. Maintenance of the 
Commission's water distribution system is 
performed by a staff of 165 in the Water 
Operations Division of the Commission's 
Engineering Department. The city is divided 
into two maintenance areas, Area 1 and Area 
2 (see Figure 2.) Each area has a maintenance 
yard that houses office and garage facilities. 
The organization of each yard includes an 
Area Supervisor, several foremen and inspec
tors, and a number of field crews. The field 
crews consist of two- to four-person teams 
that specialize in investigations, main pipe 
repair, service pipe repair, plumbing or street 
pavement patching. Each yard also has one or 
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FIGURE 1. Age profile of Boston water mains. 

more yard clerks who are responsible for 
receiving customer requests for service, dis
patching and radio communication with 
crews, and record keeping. The maintenance 
yards operate Monday through Saturday from 
7:30 am to 4:00 pm. 

Supporting the two yards are three main
tenance units - city-wide, emergency and 
automotive. The city-wide maintenance unit 

provides machine shop, heavy equipment, 
hydrant and gate repair, masonry and derrick 
services. The emergency unit provides investi
gation and emergency maintenance service 
for the entire city during the days and hours 
that the Area 1 and Area 2 yards are closed. 
The automotive unit provides vehicle main
tenance for Commission vehicles. 

The Commission receives about 1,000 
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FIGURE 2. Water distribution maintenance areas in Boston. 

maintenance requests per month. These 
requests include customer complaints and 
service requests along with requests from 
other agencies, such as notification from the 
City of Boston Fire Department regarding 
hydrant repair needs. Each maintenance 
request results in one or more field crew jobs 
- such as investigation, water main repair 
and street pavement patching crews - being 
sent to the site. Figure 3 shows the nature 
and relative volumes of water maintenance 
work. 

Committee Input on Design 
The existing water facilities, ongoing and 
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planned capital improvements, and water 
maintenance procedures were all bases for 
designing the new Work Order System. In 
order to benefit from the Commission's exper
ience in all of these areas, a committee of its 
maintenance, engineering and data processing 
staff was· formed to plan the Work Order 
System and to guide its implementation. The 
committee members included future users of 
the computer system: yard clerks, foremen 
and area supervisors. The committee brought 
to the design process experience with the 
water distribution system and a detailed 
understanding of its maintenance procedures. 
The committee was charged to: 
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orders. 

• identify problems and needs; 
• provide information on procedures and 

record keeping review, and advise on 
proposed computerized procedures; 

• design the information content and format 
for computer display screens, hardcopy 
reports and work order tickets; and, 

• take a lead role in training other staff and 
initiating use of the Work Order System. 

The design of the Work Order System 
was customized to fit the Commission's 
established maintenance procedures. Com
mittee members played a major role in evalu- . 
ating the current maintenance procedures and 
advising on how these procedures could be 
improved through the design of the Work 
Order System. Traditional terminology was 
used in developing database codes; for 
example, "Control Locate" and "Leak Up To 
Owner" became database codes CL and 
LUTO, respectively. In addition, existing pro
cedures were adapted to computer use. For 
example, prior to the use of the Work Order 
System, work order tickets were written by 
hand and placed in bins organized by job 
type, such as hydrant repairs, water service 
pipe repairs and investigations. In the Work 
Order System, all crew work is assigned to 
one of six job groups; the area supervisor can 
display on the computer's monitor all out
standing work for any selected job group. 

Database Design 

The result of the committee's work was a 
system design report that established the 
capabilities of the Work Order System and 
the nature and format.of individual computer 
terminal display screens and printed reports. 
This design report became the blueprint for 
developing the databases and computer pro
grams for the Work Order System. 

The design of the databases for any man
agement system must consider what informa
tion is to be included, how the information is 
to be stored and how the elements of informa
tion are interrelated. A database is composed 
of one or more data sets, and each data set is 
composed of data records. Each record has a 
number of attributes, or fields, composed of 
codes or numbers that conform to specified 
formats and values (see Figure 4). 

The databases for the Commission's Work 
Order System were designed to itemize the 
logical elements of the water distribution 
system and their functions. In designing the 
databases, all records and relationships among 
records were reviewed, and the databases 
were structured to minimize redundancy and 
maximize the efficiency of information retrieval 
and updating. Figure 5 presents a schematic 
of the system showing the relationships 
among system databases and software. 

Two major databases were developed for 
Boston's water distribution facilities: 

• a database of Boston's street geography; 
and, 

• a database of the water facilities linked to 
the street geography. 

The street geography database was developed 
because Boston's water facilities, like most 
public works utilities, are located by reference 
to a street name and address, or by offset 
distances from street corners or property lines. 
The street geography database provides ref
erence points that are readily understood by 
all users of the system (i.e., maintenance staff, 
engineers and managers). The databases for 
street geography and water distribution facil
ities are the backbone of the Work Order 
System. 
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Geographic Database 

The street geography database was developed 
from the Geographic Base File/Dual Indepen
dent Map Encoding (GBF/DIME) file created 
by the US Census Bureau. The DIME file was 
developed principally for its database cap
abilities in aggregating decennial federal 
census statistics. DIME represents city streets 
as a network of line segments connected at 
nodes. Each line segment has two sides that 
border on block areas. The words "dual inde
pendent" in the file name refer to the fact that 
the line segments in the file can be checked 
using two independent computer verification 
methods. The first method verifies the identi
fication of the nodes at each end of the line 
segment, and the second verifies the identifi
cation of the block faces that lie to either side 
of the line segment. 

The DIME file is a list of street segment 
records. In terms of the file, a street segment 
is the portion of a street that extends from 
one intersection to the next. A block is the 
parcel of land bounded generally by three or 
more street segments. A block face is the side 
of a street segment on a block. An address 
range exists for each block face (see Figure 6). 

In addition to streets, the DIME file con
tains other geographic elements known as 
street features. These elements include rail
roads, water bodies, and census tract and 
municipal boundaries. Streets and street 
features in a DIME file are represented as 
networks of straight line street segments, so 
curvilinear features are represented as a series 
of street segments that approximate the curve. 
Each street segment record contains Mass
achusetts State Plane Coordinates for each 
end of the segment. These coordinates provide 
a basis for creating graphic displays. 

Three principal data sets were created 
from the DIME file. The three principal data 
sets were street names, street segments and 
intersections. The rationale for developing a 
separate data set for street names was that 
the street name is the single most important 
location reference in a city. As such, it was 
determined that street names should be stored 
in one place to avoid misspellings that could 
occur if the street name was part of every 

segment record. 
The street segment data set is the prin

cipal geographic link to the water distribution 
facilities database. Each record for a water 
facility contains a street segment identification 
and a location description referenced to the 
street segment. Because of the importance of 
the street segment in establishing the location 
of water facilities, data fields were created 
within the street segment records to identify 
street width, and whether the segment was at 
grade, below grade, above grade or a ramp 
changing grade. Fields were also created to 
denote the existence and width of traffic 
islands and median strips in streets. 

The intersections data set serves as a 
cross-reference. between street names and 
street segments. Each segment record carries 
a street code to link it to a single street name 
record. However, each intersection record 
carries two street codes, one for each of the 
streets that meet at the intersection. (If three 
or more streets intersect, a separate inter
section record is created for every unique 
combination of two streets). From a user's 
perspective, the intersections data set allows a 
maintenance request to be logged to an inter
section location. In addition, the user can 
retrieve information on the street segments 
and water facilities that meet at an intersec
tion. 

Database Development. Development of the 
street geography database began in March 
1985 by adapting the Boston DIME file. First, 
all unique street names were listed and edited 
by comparison to official street name spellings. 
Generally, the DIME file was 10 to 20 years 
out of date with respect to street name 
changes, street additions and street discon
tinuances. Second, computer-generated plots 
of the DIME file were created at the same 
scale and grid as 100-scale base maps that had 
previously been developed from aerial photo
graphy. These 278 base maps showed street 
names, buildings and building address num
bers. Editing and updating of the database 
was followed by manually overlaying each 
computer plot on the maps compiled from 
aerial photography. In this step, new streets 
were added, old streets deleted, street names 
updated, and street widths and medians 
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FIGURE 6. Elements of the geographic database. 

added. 
The changes identified from the maps 

were keyed into a menu-driven computer 
program that was developed to update the 
geographic database. The computer program 
was provided to the Commission, and training 
given in its use, for future updating of the 
geographic database. There are, for example, 
approximately 12 to 24 street name changes, 
additions or discontinuances each year in 
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Block 

Street Segment 

Boston. Characteristics of the completed street 
geography database are given in Table 2. 

Water Facilities Database 
The water distribution facilities database was 
structured with respect to the hydraulic and 
maintenance relationships among the different 
types of water facilities. The water distribution 
system was conceptualized as a network of 
links and nodes. Each water main is a link 



that extends from one node to another. The 
nodes are called junctions in the database. A 
junction is point where there is either a three
way tee, four-way cross, reducer (exclusive of 
short runs to accommodate valves of different 
size than the main), dead-end, major change 
of alignment or a division gate separating two 
service areas of different pressure. A water 
main can have one or more sections. Sections 
are delineated by changes in pipe material, 
age or lining between water main junctions 
(see Figure 7). 

Valves, hydrants, appurtenances, water 
service pipes and fire pipes are defined as 
point facilities on a water main, Each of these 
facilities is associated with a section of water 
main and located with respect to its distance 
from a junction. This data structure established 
the hydraulic relationship among water facili
ties. For example, valves affecting flow to a 
particular water main break can be identified 
through a database query. Hydrant branches, 
along with the valves on these branches, are 
defined as part of the hydrant facility. Simi
larly, control valves on water service pipes 
and fire pipes are defined as part of the water 
service or fire pipe. 

Eight data sets were created within the 
water facilities database: junctions, water 
mains, water main sections, mainsto-segments, 
valves, hydrants, appurtenances and service 
pipes. The junctions data set records include 
junction type and coordinates. The water main 
data set contains records for each main includ
ing its identification number, functional status 
and service area. The water main identification 
number is a concatenation of the two junction 
numbers. For example, if a water main extends 
from junction 23K004 to 23K006, then the 
water main number is 23K00423K006. The 
water main sections data set includes the 
physical characteristics of the main: size, in
stallation date, material and lining. 

The main-to-segments data set links a 
water main to one or more street segments. 
Placing this relationship in a separate data set 
permits the association of a water main to any 
number of street segments. This association is 
an important feature with respect to the pro
gram's capabilities for retrieving information 
on the water system by reference to a street 

TABLE 2 

Characteristics of the Street 
Geography Database, 1986 

Unique Street Names 
Street Segments 
Intersections 
Blocks 
Block Faces 

name, address or intersection. 

5,100 
18,600 
18,800 
8,100 

37,200 

The data sets for hydrants, valves, appur
tenances and service pipes contain water main 
identification numbers, segment identification 
numbers, physical characteristics and func
tional status, location description and Mass
achusetts State Plane Coordinates for graphics 
displays. The appurtenance and service pipe 
data sets also include attributes that describe 
the type of appurtenance (such as pitometer 
tap or stray current test station) and the type 
of service pipe (water service or fire pipe). 
Numbering conventions were established for 
each type of facility; each record possesses a 
unique facility number. These facility numbers 
are used for itemizing each facility in the 
database, and they are also used to identify 
each facility on the maps and in the field. 

Development of the Database. Development 
of the water distribution facilities database 
began in July 1985. Unlike the street geo
graphy database that was created from the 
computer-readable DIME file, there was no 
previously developed computer data on the 
water distribution facilities. However, com
puter-readable data on water service pipes 
and fire pipes was available from the Com
mission's billing information system. 

Alternative methods of developing the 
water facilities inventory were considered. 
Since new 100-scale water distribution system 
maps were developed concurrently with the 
database, one alternative involved digitizing 
the facilities and keying in the attribute data. 
The other alternative involved manually cod
ing all of the information onto coding forms. 
Scanning was rejected as an alternative 
because of limitations in its technology when 
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FIGURE 7. Elements of the water facilities database. 

the database development began in early 1985. 
Manual coding of the data, rather than 

digitizing, was the selected alternative. This 
choice reflected the Commission's immediate 
need for a database of street geography and 
water facilities, rather than automated map-
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ping. Ongoing capital improvements by the 
Commission alter only about one percent of 
the water mains each year, with much of this 
work being cleaning and cement lining. Con
sequently, annual updating of water maps is 
not a major effort. The manual coding alter-



native was the less expensive way to develop 
the database. Further, the schematic mapping 
created through manual coding can be refined 
to a more precise representation in the future 
by editing on a digitizer. 

The manual coding procedure began with 
the production of coding sheets. The coding 
sheets were developed from street segment 
information in the geographic database and 
included all required street segment data for 
each facility record preprinted on the form. 
Five sets of coding sheets were developed, 
one each for junctions, water main sections, 
valves, hydrants and appurtenances. The junc
tions, mains, hydrants, valves and appur
tenances on the 100-scale water distribution 
maps were numbered, and all facilities were 
itemized and coded. In total, about 75,000 
facility records were coded in this manner. 
These records were then keyed onto magnetic 
tape. 

The coded data records were processed 
via database loading programs. Because the 
geographic database had been previously 
developed, these programs were able to verify 
the relationships between facility numbers 
(which include map numbers) and street 
segment numbers. Also, these programs 
cross-checked the information being loaded 
into the database. For example, if a hydrant 
was assigned to a particular water main, then 
the program checked whether the particular 
main existed in the database. Records that did 
not pass the verification procedures were 
written to output files that listed each record 
and the type of error encountered. To maxi
mize the efficiency of editing, these listings 
were sorted by problem type and corrected 
individually or in groups. This editing effort 
amounted to about 15 percent of the effort to 
perform the original manual coding. 

After the facilities data were loaded into 
the database, a program was prepared to 
update or change the data. This program is 
analogous to the program that updates the 
geographic database, and it was provided to 
the Commission for their ongoing mainten
ance of the database. It permits adding, delet
ing and changing the location and character
istics of facilities in the database. 

The service pipe data set totals about 

91,300 records and was created by computer
ized address matching procedures. The 
Commission's billing information system pro
vided data on water service address, water 
meter size, service type (water or fire pipe) 
and account number. These data were supple
mented with information on property classifi
cation (for example, single family, two family 
or commercial) and parcel number that were 
available from the City of Boston Assessing 
Department. The Assessing Department pro
vided a magnetic tape with the property data 
for each address in their database. The Com
mission billing data and the Assessing Depart
ment data were then read into a computer 
program that matched the data · by address. 
Inconsistencies between address conventions 
and street name spellings were identified by 
listings of non-matchable addresses. These 
unmatched records were edited manually or 
matched by creating a file of synonyms for 
streets with multiple common spelling con
ventions (for example, Massachusetts Ave. and 
Mass Ave.). After the Commission and Assess
ing Department files were matched, the result
ing file was address-matched to the street 
geography database in order to load the water 
services data set. Empty fields were created in 
the water services data set for the locations of 
main control and sidewalk control valves so 
that these data could be added in the future. 

Software & Hardware 
The databases of street geography and water 
distribution facilities are part of a number of 
software and hardware components that form 
the management system. The software com
ponents include the databases, database 
manager, forms manager, graphics software, 
operating system and applications. The hard
ware components include the computer, 
terminals, printers, and multiplexers and 
modems to link users at remote sites to the 
computer via leased telephone lines. 

In designing a community facilities man
agement system, the selection of database 
management software is one of the first and 
most important decisions to make. Selection 
criteria for a database manager include: 

• Does the community have existing data-
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FIGURE 8. Main menu of the Work Order System. 

base management software that is suitable 
to use? 

• Will the database be integrated with 
graphics displays and automated map
ping? 

• If a particular type of computer has been 
selected for the application, what database 
management software is available for that 
computer? 

• What high-level programming language 
and database manager features are re
quired, and what are the operational 
implications of these capabilities on the 
speed and memory requirements of the 
application? 

For Boston, the selection of the database 
manager was considered concurrently with 
the selection of the computer. Early evalua
tions concluded that an existing computer 
system used by the Commission for water 
billing should remain dedicated to that task, 
and that a second computer, dedicated to 
engineering and infrastructure management, 
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would be acquired. 
In evaluating computers, a principal cri

terion was the ability to obtain a computer 
that would satisfy immediate needs, while 
permitting migration to a larger computer in 
the future when the management capabilities 
would be extended to the sewer system. An 
office environment computer was preferred to 
avoid the expense of constructing a special 
computer room. Following the evaluation, the 
Commission purchased a small minicomputer 
suitable for use in an office environment. The 
minicomputer offered 9 megabytes of main 
memory, 200 megabytes of disk storage and 
accommodated 7 users, plus 6 printers. 

The purchase of the computer led to the 
selection of a commercially available database 
manager developed for that computer. The 
selected database management software offers 
the features of a relational database manager 
with a high-level programming language and 
other capabilities that simplify database main
tenance. Other commercial software used in 
the Work Order System include a forms 



TABLE 3 
Work Order System Modules 

Security: Limits the access to each module 
according to user name, password and security 
classification. 

Log Request: Enables yard clerks to enter into 
the program complaints and requests from 
customers, other departments, and other 
agencies requiring water maintenance work. 

Work Schedule: Allows an area supervisor to 
see the backlog of work, assign jobs to crews, 
update the status of work orders, review crew 
assignments, and enter Dig Safe and pavement 
cut permit information. 

manager, which provides user-friendly data 
entry and display features, and graphics dis
play software. 

The selection of hardware and software 
was finalized in ,December 1985. Equipment 
delivery and installation was scheduled for 
August 1986. During this period, programming 
was performed on another computer from the 
same manufacturer equipped with the selected 
commercial software. After the database man
agement applications were completed and 
tested on the computer used for development, 
it was transferred by tape to the Commission's 
computer. 

The computer hardware and communica
tions equipment installation began in August 
1986 and was completed in January 1987. The 
computer is located at the Commission's head
quarters, and is connected by leased telephone 
lines to terminals in the maintenance yards. 

Work Order System Software. The application 
software for the Work Order System was 
written in Fortran, a high-level programming 
language. It is a menu-driven program de
signed for use by Water Operations Division 
staff. Figure 8 shows the main menu for the 
Work Order System. The main menu includes 
a number of capabilities that will be added in 
the future. Table 3 lists the program modules 
currently in use by the Commission. 

Status Tracking: Allows a user to determine the 
status of maintenance work at the vicinity of a 
specified address or intersection. 

Work Order Printing: Prints work order tickets 
after a job is assigned to a crew, also allows for 
reprinting a work order ticket. · 

Work Order Posting: Allows yard clerks to enter 
into the program the job actions performed by 
field crews on each water facility that has been 
serviced. 

The Work Order System uses the street 
geography database and the water facilities 
database described earlier, and two other 
principal databases: work-in-progress and 
maintenance history. The work-in-progress 
database has two principal data sets: one for 
requests, the second for work orders. A 
request is defined to be any complaint or 
service request from a customer or from a 
source within the Commission or another 
agency that identifies a maintenance need at 
a specified water facility or location. Two or 
more calls about one water main break do not 
create new requests, but are logged cumula
tively as additional calls on the first request. A 
work order is defined as any single type of 
job by any field crew for maintenance work 
on a specified water facility or location. 
Typically, each request generates a number of 
work orders (for example, one work order for 
an inspection, a second for a repair and then a 
third for a street pavement patch). The main
tenance history database contains two prin
cipal data sets: work order history and facilities 
history. The work order history data set con
tains a record for each work order that has 
been completed indicating the job actions, 
crew identification and field conditions for 
each work order. The facilities history data set 
contains a record for each time that any facility 
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is maintained, indicating the date and type of 
job action performed. 

Implementation 
The implementation phase of the project 
included training and start-up activities that 
were scheduled to achieve a phased imple
mentation of computer procedures at each 
maintenance yard. Classroom training sessions 
were designed and conducted for different 
groups of users and support staff of the 
Commission. The groups identified for 
individual training sessions included field 
crews, yard clerks and supervisors, and com
puter operators and programmers. Training 
sessions for the field crews focused on the use 
of the new work order ticket. Training sessions 
for the yard clerks and supervisors began 
with the use of the computer terminals and 
printers and finally advanced to the use of all 
modules of the Work Order System. Computer 
operations and programming staff of the 
Commission were given training in the com
puter hardware, operating system and the 
third party software. 

Classroom training sessions included 
hands-on practice with computer terminals. 
The objective of these sessions was to provide 
a basic familiarity with the use of the pro
grams. Individualized on-the-job training was 
provided during the start-up of the Work 
Order System. Through these individual 
sessions, users gained the most skill in using 
the programs. 

The start-up of the new Work Order 
System involved changing from traditional 
hand-written paper procedures to a computer 
system that linked maintenance yards. To 
ensure a smooth transition from the old 
system to the new, the start-up activities were 
divided into a number of steps. These steps 
allowed for the phasing of the implementation 
according to user groups. The steps also per
mitted the phasing of the extent to which 
each group used the system. 

In June 1986, before the computer was 
placed on-line, the new work ticket was intro
duced so that field and office staff could 
become acquainted with the new format for 
reporting field activities. The experience 
gained in this early use of the work order 
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ticket allowed for refinements to be made in 
their design prior to generating computer
printed tickets. After the hardware installa
tion was completed in mid-January 1987, three 
users at the Area 1 maintenance yard were 
started. During this period, a small percentage 
of work· orders was initially entered into the 
Work Order System and the percentage 
increased steadily with time. Within two 
weeks, when the Area 1 users were comfort
able with the Work Order System, the Area 2 
yard was started. In mid-February, the emer
gency yard was started, and in March, city
wide services began, culminating in ten 
persons routinely using the system. 

Management System Capabilities 
The following examples illustrate the capabil
ities of the management system. 

Recording Customer Maintenance Problems. A 
principal objective of the Commission was to 
improve its responsiveness to customer 
service needs. The Work Order System 
addresses this objective by providing cus
tomers with a quicker response to reported 
problems. The system also provides Commis
sion staff with continuously updated informa
tion on the water facilities and related main
tenance work, so that they can deal effectively 
with customer problems. 

Today, Boston residents who need to 
report a water problem call a telephone 
number dedicated to customer maintenance 
problems. A Commission yard clerk receives 
the telephone call and enters into the program 
the customer's name, address, telephone 
number and the nature of the maintenance 
problem (see Figure 9). The computer monitor 
displays the maintenance history and the 
status of ongoing maintenance work in the 
vicinity of the address. The yard clerk can 
also call up for display, if necessary, a sche
matic map of the hydrants, mains and valves 
in the vicinity of the address (see Figure 10). 
This information allows the yard clerk to 
determine if the customer is calling with a 
new problem, or if the problem is related to 
other maintenance work. 

For each new problem, the yard clerk 
determines the priority and appropriate type 
of response to the customer's request: either 



FIGURE 9. The computer display for logging in a customer service request. 

an investigation, emergency repair or any of 
38 other responses. The customer's request 
then becomes a work order stored within a 
database of work to be scheduled. 

Scheduling and Tracking Work. A second 
objective of the Commission was to enhance 
its capabilities for managing maintenance 
work, particularly in preventive maintenance. 
The Work Order System was designed to 
achieve this objective by clearly defining 
assignments for field crews, printing work 
order tickets and tracking the progress of 
work. 

Today, an area supervisor at the Commis
sion views a computer display of the backlog 
of work in a maintenance area. The display 
shows the date of each work order, priority, 
location and type of work to be performed. 
With this information, the area supervisor 
assigns work to crews based on location, type 
of work and crew availability. A report on 
each crew's assignments is also provided (see 
Figure 11). Once a job is assigned to a crew, a 
work order ticket is printed. The work order 

ticket describes the location and type of work, 
and is designed for the crew to check off 
standard job actions performed. Completed 
work order tickets show the crew members 
who worked on the job, the dates and times 
that work was started and finished, and the 
nature of any follow-up work for another 
crew. 

The information from completed work 
order tickets is entered into the program by 
yard clerks who post the work orders. This 
information can be retrieved at any time to 
determine the maintenance history of a parti
cular water facility, to review the history of a 
particular work order or to ascertain the status 
of work-in-progress at a particular location. 

Engineering Data and· Capital Planning. A 
third objective of the Commission was to 
create a computer database of its water distri
bution system, providing information on the 
type, size, location, age and material of water 
facilities. Such a database was prepared for 
water mains, hydrants, valves, water service 
and fire pipes, and appurtenances (such as air 
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FIGURE 10. The computer display of water facilities at an intersection. 

release valves, stray current test stations, 
blow-offs and pitometer taps). This database 
was combined with the street geography data
base to provide geographic retrieval cap
abilities. 

Today, Commission engineers can retrieve 
statistics on capital improvements made in 
the previous year, find the location of water 
mains that need to be cement-lined, and deter
mine the status of water mains on bridges. Ad 
hoc query capabilities also allow users to 
determine, for example, a listing of water main 
installation dates and lengths (shown graphic
ally in Figure 1). A data set of leaks and 
breaks stores information posted from work 
orders for leak repair and water main breaks. 
This data set includes the location, nature, 
apparent cause and date of the leak or break. 
With these data, Commission engineers can 
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review leak and break patterns to help in 
developing corrective measures. 

Benefits 
The benefits of the system include enhanced 
responsiveness to residential customer needs 
and computer capabilities that can keep pace 
with the ever-increasing sophistication of 
larger commercial, industrial and institutional 
customers. Such a system enhances mainten
ance management by standardizing mainten
ance activities, clarifying responsibilities and 
making information on past and current main
tenance work readily accessible. For example, 
the Commission has found that the Work 
Order System has helped in the process of 
making decisions on the allocation of field 
crew resources. Use of the computer has 
improved and increased the level of stan-



FIGURE 11. The computer display of a crew assignment list. 

dardization in record-keeping. Also, the Work 
Order System and the related numbering of 
hydrants on the water distribution system 
maps has improved communication with the 
Boston Fire Department regarding hydrant 
repair needs. The system also provides bene
fits in capital planning: first, through the level 
of detail with which information is collected 
and researched to create the databases; and, 
second through the capabilities for analyzing 
this information through computer applica
tions. Such a system provides more, and 
better, information for decision-making by the 
persons involved in utility maintenance, 
engineering and management. 

Conclusions 
Development and implementation of any com
puterized public utility management system 
involves a process with four major steps: 

1. An in-depth assessment of a commun
ity's needs that results in the definition of 

required capabilities for service and facilities 
management and the selection of computer 
hardware, database manager and other 
commercially available software to achieve 
those capabilities. 

2. A detailed design of the databases for 
the community infrastructure and street 
geography, and detailed design of applica
tion software. 

3. Development of the databases and 
application software; acquisition and instal
lation of computer system hardware and 
software. 

4. Implementation of the system, including 
training and start-up activities designed to 
create a transition from existing procedures 
to new computer procedures. 

In this four-step process, a committee of 
the future users of the management system 
can serve an important role in determining 
the capabilities of the system, in establishing 
the content of databases and the content and 
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format of computer displays and printed 
reports, and in planning and actively parti
cipating in the training and start-up activities. 
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